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Marco de Piaggi (ITA) Architect
Marco received a Master degree in Architecture with specialization in urbanism at the
University La Sapienza of Rome.Among other firms he has worked for OMA - Rem
Koolhaas, participating in the Beijing CCTV building project and the first prize Mercati
Generali (Rome) competition, now in the construction documentation phase.In 2008
Marco founded Radar Architecture and Art and since then he has been leading the office
and all the projects of the studio.He leads the entire process of the design of the Gold
Coast Cultural Precinct.

Lavinia Chiara Tagliabue (ITA)
Architect, PhD, research fellow and
contract professor at Politecnico di
Milano
Lavinia is an expert in energy saving,
RES integration in buildings,
sustainable architecture and building
simulation. She works on rating
systems for sustainability of the
buildings and solar systems since
2001. She is carrying out research
activities on different issues of
energy
saving
in
buildings
(renewable
sources,
use
of
daylighting, embodied energy, HVAC
systems). She's also author of
scientific publications in conferences
and journals.
Lavinia helps the team in searching
for innovative solutions to apply to
the concept of the Gold Coast
Cultural Precinct, in order to create a
"zero energy" and "zero carbon"
building.

The Golden Terraces of Evandale
Weronika Wawrzyniak (POL) Artist
Weronika studied at the Academies of Fine Arts of Warsaw and Bologna. She had several exhibitions before
joining Radar Architecture and Art as a partner. She explores the connections between the worlds of art and
architecture and the shifting boundaries between different artistic disciplines.
In this project she plays a key role in understanding the peculiarities of designing cultural and artistic facilities, the
development of the Artscape and its relation with the Living Arts Centre and the Floating Arts Museum.

Nick Mueller (AUS) Designer
Bachelor of Arts (Design) from Curtin University,
Perth, Australia, guest lecturer at HVA Interface
Design and TU Delft Industrial Design, Netherlands.
Nick is an awarded senior creative director and
critical thinker with over 15 years of interactive
design experience, starting in Sydney with agencies
such as Legion Interactive and Belong, before
moving to The Netherlands to head up the MobGen
creative department. As a partner with different AAA
companies, Shell among them, Nick has delivered a
number of solutions that translate the real-world
environments and processes into interactive digital
experiences and vice versa.
Within Radar Nick investigates the particular
opportunities that the field of architecture provides
as a interactive canvas for design and technology. In
this project Nick looks at the numerous ways to
facilitate an interface between the visitors to Gold
Coast Cultural Precinct, and the new building itself
(both inside and outside).

The brief for the Gold Coast Cultural Precinct immediately revealed that this was to be a project to transcend the limits of architecture and urban planning, embracing different fields and requiring an exceptional and unique response.
The team therefore required a group of experts in the diverse fields of biology, new
media development, art, physics and sustainability, as well as architects and landscape
designers with high conceptual and practical capacities. An international team was
created with the sophistication and mental flexibility suitable for multi-disciplinary collaboration.
Each member has worked with enthusiasm and determination, exchanging information and generating
responses to the requests of the brief.
The result is a global vision that unites all the multidisciplinary aspects. This vision, to be developed
further in the second phase, can lead to the realization of a project at the forefront of architecture and landscape planning, seamlessly integrated with other disciplines.

Chidi Onwuka (GBR) Architect, Landscape Architect
Chidi received a Bachelor Degree in Architecture at University of Nigeria
Nsukka and studied Film Theory and Criticism at Central St. Martins School
of Art in London.
Subsequently he worked for OMA - Rem Koolhaas where he worked among
other projects on the S, M, L, XL dictionary. He worked for major studios
such as Neutelings Riedijk Architects and West 8 Urban Design &
Landscape Architecture. In the latest, working alongside Adriaan Geuze he
acquired extensive knowledge and experience in landscape design. His
theoretical and practical support helps the team in the development of the
urban and landscaping vision for the Gold Coast Cultural Precinct.

Federico Caputo (ITA) Architect
Federico received a Master
degree in Architecture with
specialization in technology at the
University La Sapienza of Rome.
He then studied at the Academy of
Architecture in Amsterdam.
He worked in different firms such
as
Karres
en
Brands
landschapsarchitecten and West 8
Urban Design & Landscape
Architecture gaining a large
experience in the field of
landscape architecture.
In this project he helps with the
development of the concepts for
the Artscape.

Dario Cesarini (ITA) Biologist, PhD in
Environmental Sciences
Dario is an expert in protected area planning
and management, biodiversity conservation
and monitoring, and sustainable development.
He specializes in participatory project
planning, defining scope, vision and targets,
identifying critical threats, executing situation
analysis, and developing both strategic and
monitoring plans.
With his input he helps the team to create a
beautiful and exciting landscape which will
become a perfect representation of the
richness of the natural environment of the
Gold Coast.
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The Golden Terraces of Evandale

2013: De Oude Kerk, Amsterdam

Reinstatement of the entrance to the Old Church in the church tower;
upgrade of the Oudekerksplein

2012: The Stacked House

2013: Thin Skyscraper

Adaptable private house

Flexible spaces to be used as temporary shelter

2011: Platforms Selb, Germany

Revitalisation of the western part of the city center of Selb

2009: Skyscraper System
Multifunctional skyscraper system

2011: Adventure playground, Oslo, Norway

Creation of a challenging recreational area on a disused disposal site

2010: TOGS, Austin, Texas
Temporary Outdoor Gallery Space

2010: Vertical City System, Amsterdam
Vertical city for families

2010: Vertical SPA facing the Colosseum Italy
Leisure skyscraper
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The Golden Terraces of Evandale
The main concept for the new Gold Coast Cultural Precinct is to free the greatest possible area from the imprint of buildings and
parking to create an extensive, epic landscape perfectly merging with the new building. (diagram 1)

views

The Administrative Centre will be demolished with the exception of the Riverside Building that will be retained temporarily. The
footprint of the new building will be concentrated around the existing Arts Centre which will be retained given the quality of its spaces
(main theater, cinemas and Paradise Showroom). A new system of pillars will be placed within the existing structure without affecting
the space.
2

A first volume, 94x94 meters, will be build around and on top of the existing Arts Centre and will host the new Living Arts Centre. The
platform on top of it, at level RL 24.6, will become an outdoor Green Terrace for cultural and recreational events. It will be connected
with the ground floor (in addition to escalators and elevators) also by a pedestrian ramp starting from within the Artscape. (diagram 2)
A second volume of 94x188 meters will be placed above the Green Terrace from level RL 36.6 to RL 48.6.
The part above the first volume will be dedicated to the functions of the new Living Arts Centre, while the hang-over part will host the
new Floating Arts Museum. Two bridges, placed at the far ends of the protruding volume, will have a threefold function of supporting
the hangover, hosting cultural facilities for the community and allowing access to the Sky Terrace on the roof. (diagram 3)
In addition to making the intervention economically and ecologically sustainable, the insertion of the new structure around and above
the existing one will free up the area and create visual and physical permeability, so visitors can enjoy views of the new beautiful
Artscape, the Nerang river and waterways system, and the Surfer's Paradise skyline. Under the cover of the Floating Museum, at
ground level, the Golden Terrace will be created which will act as a catalyst for large-scale outdoor public events. Between the
Golden Terrace and the lake, an amphitheater (with steps/seats looking towards Surfer's Paradise) will satisfy every other need of
space for large events.
The 900 required parking spaces will be placed underground (2 floors). In the structure of the parking, geothermal probes will be
installed to create an “active structure”. This solution will supply energy to heat pumps to provide air-conditioning to the whole
complex. In the area above the parking solar modules will be installed to supply the heat pumps. (diagram 4)
The Artscape is divided into stripes that guide visitors both visually and physically to focal points of the area. They create a series of
landscapes and atmospheres that recall the subtropical Australian flora. A curved path (for use by both pedestrians and bicycles)
intersects the stripes of the gardens creating cross-connections between all areas of the Artscape. The path is divided into six
thematic segments, with activities and facilities spread along it. The visitor can venture away from the path into the landscapes to
discover hidden, surprising elements.
A scenic walkway from the north-east end of the Sky Terrace leads to the ground and joins the curved path and the green bridge
connecting the precinct with Chevron Island.
By clearing the area of buildings and parking on the ground, and increasing the amount of landscape surface (by way of the two
elevated terraces), a precinct can be created that will enrich the Gold Coast and become the focal point of the cultural and
recreational life of the area.
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The Golden Terraces
of Evandale

gardens / atmospheres / walkways

1. Riverside Meadow
2. Orchid Wedding Garden
3. Riverside Boulevard
4. Market square
5. Subtropical Paradise
6. Grevilleas, melaleucas,
eremophilas gardens
7. Acacia grove
8. Mini amphitheater
9. Rainforest
10. Office Meadow
11. Waterplay
12. Play-platform
13. Exit from underground parking
14. Entrance square
15. Picnic lawn
16. Pond walk
17. Entrance and exit for vehicles
to underground parking
18. Sugar cane enclosure
5
19. Orchard
20. Eucalyptus grove
21. Grand Boulevard
22. Sculpture garden
23. Lawn of Possibilities
24. covered Golden Terrace
17
25. Amphitheater
18
3
26. Beach
27. Restaurant terrace
17
28. Desert Islands
29. Recreation Forest
30. Boat pier
18
31. Green bridge
a. bicycle lane &
17
emergency vehicles
b. pedestrian lane
with viewing deck

connecting path

facilities / events along the path

a. St Margaret’s Chapel
b. Spaces for pop-up stores
and activities
c. Meeting and co-working spaces
d. Shops

1
a
2
b

4
b

b
7

5

c

Floating Arts Museum
e. Civic Chambers
f. Living Arts Centre
g. Riverside Building
h. Service/relax pavilion

civic

art

parking entrance/exit ramp

31b

underground parking outline
A en B site border

31a

access to precinct

3

trees

ponds

shrubs

hills
bridges

grasses

garden furniture:
shades, benches,
deck-chairs, tables

flowers

30

sculptures / outdoor art

B"f"

5

11
14

13

solar modules parasols

28

6
10
11

12

shopping

recreation

5

8
9

work &
relax

thematic segments

30

b

3

play &
perform

h

27

29

26

13

15
d

5

f

16
d

25

d

d
19

33

20
e

24

31

33

7
21
22

32

i

skylights

31. Path to the internal
Green Terrace
32. Panoramic Walkway
33. Solar modules parasols lawn

23

i. Sky restaurant and lounge
22

32

g

33v

Sky Terrace on roof

32
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The Golden Terraces of Evandale
concept
existing Arts Centre

1

2

2 floors
underground parking

Green Terrace
views

3

4
Sky Terrace

Golden Terrace
amphitheatre

5

Living Arts
Centre

green bridge
Floating Arts Museum

6

garden equipment
pavilions

shades

bridges
benches

tables
movable shades
solar modules parasols

inflatable temporary
outdoor exposition
pavilion
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plug in volumes

Sky Terrace

The Golden Terraces of Evandale

Sky Terrace

Floating Arts Museum

Green Terrace

open air cinema
Golden Terrace

N

PROGRAMME STRUCTURE

cinemas
theatres
big loads and staff

ground level Grand Foyer

relevant spaces to retain

intermediate level: RL 16.6

Green Terrace: RL 24.6

upper level 1: RL 36.6

upper level 2: RL 43.1

Floating Museum

programme upper level 2

Floating Museum

Sky Terrace: RL 48.6

RL 3.6
entrances
functions to retain

vertical connections

RL 3.6

RL 7.2
programme ground level

programme intermediate level programme Green Terrace

programme upper level 1

Sky Terrace

7

8
1

main theatre
cinema 1 & 2

Black Box
300 pax

+

museum
theatres
cinemas
restaurants and bars
big loads and staff
New Drama
= Grand Theatre 900 pax
Theatre 600 pax

beach bar and foyer bar
dressing rooms main theatre
ticket office
restrooms
grand foyer
access from underground
parking

green rooms and artists bar
set production
rehearsal space for artists
rehersal space for public
new cinema 3, 200 seats
offices
flexible space for events

new drama theatre 600 pax *
black box theatre 300 pax *
new fly tower
new cinema 4, 250 pax
dressing rooms
bars
restrooms
live entertainment
open air cinema
* plug in elements

library, co-working space,
writers’ salon
ticket office
collection storage,handling
and exhibition production
offices museum
restrooms
bar and restaurant
function hire spaces

theatrette
museum’s ticket office,
wardrobe
recording rooms
restrooms & technical spaces
art & design showroom/shop
bar and restaurant
grand foyer

5
3 4 6
2

1. great hall
2. GC collection pre and post '57
3. photographic & new media art
4. GC evolution
5. indigenous collection
6. indigenous cultural heritage
7. children museum
8. GC memories, beach collection,
GC style, GC ephemera

9. community gallery
10. workspaces for artists in residence
11. making and displaying studio
12. artspace for young people,
art and technology, new media
13. arts education/ training rooms
14. artspace for young children
main entrance to the museum
exit through the gift shop
sky restaurant/bar
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